Innosolutions : Adventure & Corporate training program
Climb every mountain, ford every stream, follow every rainbow with us,
right here in Konkan. An absolute haven for adventure lovers. Konkan
offers adventure in all shapes and sizes like Trekking, Snorkelling,
Parasailing , Scuba diving, Bike tours and many more.
And we at Innosolutions with Konkan Odyssey have designed it,
right for you to experience an adventure of a lifetime.
With rocks, lakes, rivers…. as tools, Come explore Konkan and explore
a new you !

Trekking : Trekking in Konkan is an unforgettable experience as it not only lets you to
experience the unexplored trails made by nature, but also brings you directly in touch with
the country and its people.

Snorkelling : Snorkeling is a unique water sport, that rendezvous the adventure
enthusiast to the under water marine world. Stretching many thousand kilometers, the
konkan coastline holds the mighty waters of the Arabian Sea and offers great snorkeling
options. Even if you are not a swimmer and are also reluctant to go into deep waters, then
snorkeling is the idle choice for you.
Parasailing : Dare to fly high and touch the skies! Then how about getting involved in some
air sports and make sky as your playground. Para sailing is done on the beach and the
parachute is tied with a boat.it is one of the best way to conquer your fear of heights.
This challenging sport is an enthralling experience for all thrill-seekers.

Scuba Diving : The blue green, turquoise, and aquamarine waters are home for the magical
and mysterious underwater world coral reefs, shells and a fantastic variety of marine life. The
discovery of such a colorful and magical underwater is the most rewarding experience of a
holiday.

Bike Tours/ Cycle Tours: Bicycling provides the perfect opportunity to explore the
deep interiors of the region where other vehicles are inaccessible. In addition to
the excitement of wandering across the countryside, bicycling is also the absolute
way of sightseeing- mingling with the locals along the way, taking a halt where-ever
you want and a offers a treasure of adventure opportunities.
Short Rappelling : Rappelling is the technique used by rock-climbers to descend
large cliffs and verticals in the fastest and the easiest manner by a rope by using
friction to safely control the rate of descent and it ensures an activity filled with fun
and excitement.
Short Jummaring : The climber uses ascenders to climb the rope instead of climbing
directly on the rock. Along with the ascenders, a webbing "ladder" called Étrier
(or Aiders) are used to allow the climber to use their feet to step up the rope vice pull
themselves up the rope instead of climbing directly on the rock. Balance,
perseverance, strength and concentration...all are required for Jumaring which
provides the ultimate excitement.

Rock Climbing: Rock Climbing involves ascending a wall of rock of various
gradients using bare limbs aided with appropriate shoes and with the help of safety
gear to protect from a fall. Rock climbing needs a resilience, discipline and
continuous effort to build your skills. Once acquired you begin to appreciate the
wonders of this sports and the vistas it opens for you.
River Crossing:
Vertical Ladder and Parallel Ropes :

